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. Non-homogeneous Poisson processes (NHPP) are often used as models for 
event streams when there is gross inhomogeneity in a system, e.g. time of 
day effect or long-term growth in use of a facility, and it is therefore 
important to be able to simulate these processes. This is particularly 
true since analytical ·results are difficult to obtain (see Newell, 1968). 
The NHPP on the real line may be defined as follows: 
Definition 
a. The number of events in any finite set of non-overlapping intervals 
are independent random variables. 
b. Let A(t) be a monotone non~decreasing right-continuous function which . 
is bowided in any finite interval. Then the number of events in any 
interval, e.g. (O,t OJ, have a Poisson distribution with parameter 
A(t0)-A(O). 
There are other equivalent definitions, and also minimal definitions; 
see Gnedenko and Kovalenko, 1969, and Cinlar, 1975. , 
Note that with the above definition {A(t)-A(O)}/{A(t
O
)-A(O)} is a 
distribution function on (O,t O]. We will assume here, that A(t) is an 
absolutely continuous function with derivative A(t)=A'(t); then we have 
that A(t)~O. 
Simulation of a NHPP in a fixed interval is reduced to the generation 
·of a Poisson number qf order statistics from a fixed density function .by 
2 
the following important proposition (see Cox and Lewis, 1966, Ch. 2): 
Proposition. Assume that a NHPP is observed for a fixed time (O,t 0J, so 
that the number of events in (O,t
0
], Nt, has a Poisson distribution with 
0 
parameter A(t 0)-A(0)•µ 0 • 
Then if T1, ••• ,T denote times-to-events for . n 
the NHPP in (O,t
0
], and if Nt =n, then conditional on having observed 
0 
n(>O) events in (O,t
0
], the Ti's are distributed as the order statistics 
from a sample with distribution function 
and 
F(t). A(t) - A(O) 
A(t 0) - A(O) 





) - A(O) 
OS t S t
0
, (1) 
OS t s t 0 • 
(2) 
The proof •is simple (see Cox and Lewis, 1966, Ch. 2); for the 
homogeneous Poisson process, i.e. A(t)•A>O, the Ti, i=l, ••• ,n, are uniform 
order statistics on (O,t 0]. 
Cinlar, 1975, suggests generating the intervals -between events 
' 
directly, but this involves generating n different kinds of random 
variables. It is therfore very inefficient, even if an~lytically possible, 
compared to simulation using the above proposition. 
The model to be considered here for A(t) is, in terms of its 
derivative A(t), 
A(t) • exp{a 0+a1t} 
a t 




This is the simplest of a general family of log-linear rate fwictions, 
i.e. rate functions whose logarithms are linear in the 
coefficients,(Lewis, 1972; Cox, 1972) which are useful in analyzing NHPP's, 
.and represents a situation in which the rate is monotonically increasing 
~r decreasing, depending on whether a1 is great~r than or less than zero, 
with a 1•0 giving a homogeneous Poisson process. There are two main reasons 
for preferring it to a linear model, e.g. A(t)=a 0+a1
t. The first is that 
the log-linear rate is positive for all values of a0 and a 1
, where the 
linear rate functio~ can be kept positive only with non-linear restrictions 
on a1• and a2. The second reason is that the log-linear model leads to 
simple statistical . procedures (Cox and Lewis, 
1972). Briefly, Nt I the number of events in 
0 
1966; Lewis, 1972; Cox, 
Nt 
0 
(O,t 0 J,and u~ E Ti are a· . ~~ 
set of sufficient statistics for a 0 and a 1, and there is an . optimal test 
for a1=0 (homogeneity) against a 1+o, a 0 any value (non-homogeneity) based 
on the distribution of U conditional on the observed value n of N (see 
to 
Cox and Lewis, 1966, Ch. 3). Thus, the log-linear or multiplicative model 
for A(t) is the more natural model for Poisson processes. 
DIRECT SIMULATION 
a1t Considering the process with rate function A(t) 0 Ae in a fixed 
interval (O,t 0 ], we have 
A(t) - A(O) =[t 
0 
a1t 
A(u)du .., A(e -1), a > O 
1 
• At 
al+ 0' (4) 
a
1 
.. O • (5) 
4 
From here on, we consider only the case a1+o; then, Nt is Poisson 
0 
distributed with parameter 
A(ealtO_l) • L C 
µ"" a 
0 al 1 
and the times to events (conditionally) are order statistics from the 
distribution 
( 
a 1t ) A(t) - A(O) g e -l 
F(t) - A(t .> - A(O) ( alto ) 
o. e -1 
with d~nsity 
a1t a e 
dF(t) _ ___:l:;.__-:-
f(t) • dt - ( alto ) 
e -1 
- 0 
· Note that if a1 is negative, 
I I 
a1t 
, 0 s t s t 0 ; a1 * o 
, o s ~ s t 0; a1 : o 
otherwise 
a 1 e . 
f (t) = ( -la1 1 to) ' 1-e 
which is the density function of a truncated exponential random 
variable i , e,, an exponential which is given to be in (O,t
0
]. Thus a 
generator of exponential variates could be used to generate the NHPP. 




<0 we can invert p=F(t) and get 
-1 1 
t • F (p) • a ln (1 +cp ) 
1 







where C is defined by (6), 
Note that if a 1 is negative, C is nega~ive, ln(l+cp) is negative and 
tis positive. Since the inverse of the distribution function is known 
explicitly, we can generate the NHPP using the inverse probability 




l. Generate a random variable which is Poisson with parameter µ0=AC/a1 . 
2. 
3. 
If n is zero, exit; there are no events. 
Otherwise generate n uniform variates and order them to get 
U (l) S ... SU (n) • 
. 1 
Generate al ln(l+cU(i))' i•l, ••• ,n; if a 1 is negative set 
1 
T1• al ln(l+cU(n))' 
1 
Tl~ al ln(l~(l)), 
T2= al ln(l+cU(n-l))' etc.; 1 
1 
T2• al ln(l+cu( 2)), etc. 
if ~l is positive 
Note that this algorithm uses a Poisson variate, n uniform random 
vari~bles, n logarithms, and a costly ordering of then uniform variables 
if these are not available from a generator. Uniform random numbers are 
available from program packages such as LLRANDOM (Lewis and Learmonth, 
1973); see Knuth, 1969 and Ahrens and Diete~, 1975b for general details. 
For small µ
0 
a Poisson (µ0) variate n is generated by determining the 




, u2, ••• is less thane and setting n equal to this index -µ 
minus one, e.g., if u1•u2<e 
0·, then n=l. More efficient methods for 
6 
which the time to generate a Poisson variate does not increase 
prqportionally with µ0 are given by Ahrens and Dieter, 1975a. One 
alternative, if µ0 is too large would be to section the interval into, 
say, s sections of length t 0/s. This is not as efficient as using the 
Poisson algorithms for large µ0, but · overcomes problems due to the product 
u1•u2 ••• becoming very small. 
Algorithm 1 1 for simulating the NHPP, can be improved by generating 
·variates from the density (8) using the von Neumann comparison scheme (see 
Ahren~ and Dieter, 1975b). In general, this will save time since it 
obviates the need to take logarithms (although the saving may be minimal 
if hard-wired logarithms are available). 
SIMULATION USING GAP STATISTICS (a
1
<0) 
The following scheme based on gap statistics, uses standard packages 
for exponential deviates, e.g. LLRANDOM referred to above, and obviates 
the need for ordering of the random variables. The case a
1
>o is considered 
in the next section. 
We need the following two theorems: 
Theorem 1. Let Y1, Y2 , ••• ,Ym be independent, identically and 
exponentially distributed random variables with rate parameter S with 
order statistics Y(l)•···,Y(m)" Then defining the gap statistics as 
D1•Y(l)' D2•Y(2)-Y(l)': •• , Dm•Y(m)-Y(m-l)' the gap statistics are 
• 
7 
independent exponential random variables with means E(Di)=l/{(m+l-i)B}, 
i•l, ... ,m. 
See Cox and Lewis, 1955, Ch. 2, or Feller, 1971, Ch. 1, for a proof. 
The result follows essentially from the fact that up to Y(l) we observe 
the - superposition of · m Poisson (6) processes, between Y(l) and Y(
2
) 
the superposition of (m-1) Poisson (B) processes, etc. 
Theorem 2. If mis a realization of a Poisson distributed random . 
variable M with . parameter 8=-A/a1, and if we set B=-a1>o, then the 
gap process is a non-homogeneous Poisson process with rate 
A(t)•Aexp{a 1t} on (O,=). 
A complete proof of this result from the theory of doubly stochastic 
Poisson processes uses characteristic functionals (Vere-Jones, 1968). A 
computation which shows the parameter identification is as follows. For 
the NHPP, 
prob {no events in (O,t]}•e-{A(t)-A(O)} 
" tal - a {e -1} 
1 . 
""e 
For the gap process, given that we have m exponentials, 
prob {Y(l)=min(Y 1, .•• ,Ym)>t}• prob {no events in (O,t]} 
-tm8 
a e 
Letting m be a Poisson (8) distributed random variable Mand removing the 
condition, we get 
"'; 
8 
prob{no events in . (O,tJ} = ~{e-tBM} a ~{(e-tf3)M} 
CXI m • ~ L -8 -tSm 8{e-tf3_I} 
LJ ml e e • e 
m•O 
, 
from which the correspondence between the parameters follows. 
To implement these results in an algorithm, assume the availability 
of a source of unit exponential random variables E1 ,E2, ••• , obtained by 
logarithms or by other methods. (LLRANDOM uses the Marsaglia 
"rect~gle-wedge-tail" method; _see Knuth, 1968. The time is 59.1 µs to 
generate each exponential variate on an IBM System/360 Model 67-2; using 
logarithms it takes 132 µs.). 
We then have 
Algorithm 2 (a1<0) 
1. Generate mas a Poisson variate with 8=-A/a 1 • If m=O, exit; there 
are no events in (O,t 0]. 
2. For .. m>O, i~ E1/(ml3) is greater than t 0, exit. Otherwise, set it 
equal to T1• 
3. If ~2/(B(m-l))+T 1>t 0, then exit. Otherwise, set it equal to T2• 
4. Continue, possibly form times. If E /(B)+T 1 >t 0 , exit. Otherwise, m m-
s 'et this equal to T and exit • 
m 




a. In all, n~m events are generated, and n is Poisson with parameter 
µ0•AC/a1• In an implementation, it could be useful to output n 
explicitly, since it is sometimes of interest in statistical 
applications. It might also be useful to output the times-between-
events instead of, or in addition to, the times-to-ev~nts. 
b. Unlike Algorithm 1, this generator can use fast, standard 
exponential variate generators, and requires . the same number of 
Poisson variates (1) as Algorithm 1. An equivalent number of 
exponentials and uniforms are used, but no logarithms are needed. 
c~ Unlike Algorithm 1, !!2. ordering (of the uniforms) is required. 
SIMULATION USING GAP STATISTICS {a 1>0) 
This case is handled in the same way as a1<0 by using a~ reversal 
technique -, as follows: 
Let T be time measured backwards from t 0 , i.e., T•t 0-t for 0St~t 0 . 
Then NT, the ·number of events in (t
0
-T,t 0] is Poisson with parameter 
ACt0)-ACt0-T). 
* d The rate A (T) - dT [A(to)-A(to-T)] 
• A(to-T) • exp{ao+a1to+<-a1)T} 
* * a1 T • A e 
so that the coefficient of ·Tis negative. Thus, we have 
10 
Algorithm 2a (a1>0) 
* ao-+a1 to * 




• The output 
* * * of Algorithm 2 is a sequence T1 , T2 , ••• ,Tn. 
Finally set * Tl• to - Tn 
* 
T2 • tO - Tn-1 
* T • t - T • n O l 
These Ti are the required times-to-events in the NHPP for a 1>o. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
It does not seem possible to generalize this method for simulating 
the NHPP by, for instance,assuming non-Poisson distributions.for Min 
Theorem 2. This can be seen from the form of the characteristic functional 
for the randomized gap processes. 
Efficient methods for simulating the NHPP with high~r order 
exponential polynomial rate functions (i.e. rate functions whose logarithms 
a~e polynomials int) are also of interest; these will be considered elsewhere. 
{;(!~_,-)+Oj!L+u~1q-/.~ ~ ,T~ol)i = 
* T 0 D oc 
• 
- !!, ,. .,, 
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